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1. INTRODUCTION 

Language is the carrier of culture and an important part of the culture. Not only can language convey 

information, but it is also a social phenomenon as well as a social behavior. Taboos and euphemisms 

are two common and closely related language phenomena, and they are also a common cultural 

phenomenon. In daily communication, people always have different ideas. Sometimes they are 

unwilling or unable to express their wishes directly, thus in this way taboos are produced. Euphemism 

becomes the best choice for expression when thinking about how to accurately express things or 

things that people don't want to express directly. Therefore, some scholars have studied taboos and 

euphemisms from many angles. Most of them tend to discuss the contrast between taboos and 

euphemisms in English and Chinese and ignore the comparative analysis of the phenomena of the two 

languages themselves. Therefore, this paper focuses on a more objective analysis of the two language 

phenomena. The purpose is not only to help people have a better and more comprehensive 

understanding of the two language phenomena, but also to help people make scientific, accurate and 

reasonable distinctions between the two, and to make people aware of the big differences between 

taboos and euphemisms. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The word "taboo" is collectively referred to as "tabu" and translated into "taboo" or "tabu" in English, 

which means" sacred and untouchable". The word derives from the dialect of the Polynesian Islands 

in the Central Pacific Ocean. It is said that James Cook, an Englishman, encountered many peculiar 

social phenomena in the Tonga Islands in the South Pacific in 1777. On this island, some things are 

only used by noble people such as gods, kings, monks, chiefs and so on, while ordinary people are 

forbidden to use them. Ordinary people can't get close to something, and ordinary people can't say 

some names and words. Therefore, with the development of society, these sacred or filthy things are 

among the taboos of people. Once people commit taboos, it is said that punishment or retribution will 

be incurred.  

Therefore, taboos mainly include two aspects, one is the worship of language, the other is the 

prohibition or substitution of language. With the development of society, the term "Tabu" has 
gradually entered the field of anthropology, ethnology, and sociology, and is widely used. As a result, 

"Taboo" has attracted public attention, because it is closely related to people's daily life, but also 

reflects people's social life and psychological value. Taboos have gradually become taboos in all 
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aspects of human life. For example, people's taboos on the names of gods and saints, on people's life, 
age, illness and death, and on curses and curses. There are also many taboos in English, such as the 

word "cock". English beginners all know the meaning of "cock", but in American there is the meaning 

of "male genital organs", so we cannot use this word casually, while "cock" has another more formal 
expression: "rooster", so if we want to express "I was born in the Year of the Chicken". I was born in 

the year of the rooster. In addition, "God, Christ" and other words cannot be blurted out, because most 

of the British are devout Christians.  

In The Attempting Discussion of English Taboos, the author Zhuang Hecheng divides taboo words 

into three categories: profane words, obscene words and words against good taste. Profane words are 

about deity and religion, and only using them on religious occasions or formal occasions can be 

accepted completely. Many Orthodox Jews even avoid using the word “god”, like a Jewish student 
writes g-d of medicine instead of god of medicine. Obscene words are much more serious than 

profane words, and in a sense, obscene words are considered an offense against ethics. Obscene words 

are often about sexual organs and sexual behaviors, like screw, balls, prick, etc. These words cannot 
be used for writing and in spoken in any language and any culture for the social convention and 

traditional concept, not even in the liberated society in the western world. But beyond that, obscene 

words are also used for strengthening the energy in language or curing and abusing, such as fuck you, 
bugger off. Another taboo words are those words against good taste, and the typical words are those 

about excretion, such as piss, shit, crap. The topics refer to caducity, disease, death, poverty are 

usually taboo for western people, thus some words related to these topics become taboo words, such 

as using Big C or terminally ill instead of cancer. 

The word "Euphemism" comes from the Greek language. “Eu” means “good” while “phemism” 

means “language, discourse”. Therefore, "Euphemism" literally means "speak with good words or in a 
pleasant manner". So the expression of euphemism means using a pleasant, Euphemistic and vocal 

words to replace unpleasant, rude, harsh words. Taboo can be used, but words cannot be said, 

meaning cannot be expressed. Therefore, with the development of social civilization, euphemism, as a 
language to replace taboos, has come into being. As From kin said, "The existence of taboo words or 

taboo ideas stimulates the creation of euphemism. A euphemism is a word or phrase that replaces a 

taboo word, or that is used in the attempt to avoid either fearful or unpleasant subjects." So 
euphemism itself began to transform into taboo from the moment it was created. For example, people 

in the English world do not dare to use the name of God without fear of a major disaster, so they seek 

ethics and seek communication. The purpose is to use Jeepers creepers and gosh darn instead of Jesus 

and God damn. In the West, people rarely talk about age, especially women. The main reason is to 
avoid old age because old age means youth is absent, meaning economic status and the decline of 

political status, so the word old is generally unacceptable, so there is the emergence of euphemism for 

the elderly. From these explanations, we can clearly know that euphemism is mainly based on human 
psychology. Euphemism is not only a linguistic phenomenon, but also a cultural phenomenon, but 

also a social phenomenon, which reflects the values, aesthetics, and virtues of society.  

Euphemism is indirect, pleasant, polite, and mild. And from the knowledge in our minds we may find 

that euphemism is closely related to taboo. When giving up a taboo word, people will find another 

word to replace it, which creates a euphemism. In English language, euphemism is widely used in the 
daily communications. And in English language, we have many ways to express euphemism. And 

those ways can be categorized into three classifications. The first is through the change of our speech 

sounds, for instance, we usually say “Gosh” instead of “God”. The second way is semantic method, 
such as synonymy, negation and vague expressions. And the last method is using kinds of figures of 

speech, for example, understatement, metaphor and metonymy. And this thesis mainly focuses on the 

classification, connection, differences and functions of English taboos and euphemism as well as its 

significance on English learners. 

3. THE CLASSIFICATION OF ENGLISH TABOOS AND EUPHEMISMS 

3.1. The Classification of English Taboos 

There seem to be some taboo words in every language, which are always limited to some certain 

aspects, and English is no exception. Many contraindications involve human excretion, sexual 

behavior, illness, and death. As for taboo words, different dictionaries often use different methods of 

processing. The main English taboo words can be roughly divided into three categories: sacred words, 

sly words, and insulting words. Some examples of the three taboo categories are as follow. 
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The so-called blasphemy is that for some people, because of the reasons of faith, some words such as 
"God, Jesus", are regarded as sacred and inviolable, only in the formal and solemn occasions, or under 

religious occasions can these words be used. 

Most of the defamatory words are related to sex. Such words are regarded as filthy words, taking 

“Fuck you”, “Bugger off” as examples. Lady Chatterley's Lover, one of the most controversial 

English novels of the 20th century, is well known for its many obscene words and chapters describing 

sex. This novel caused a great disturbance and was later banned. 

When it comes to words that are injurious, they mainly refer to abusive words involving human 

excretion. The abusive words are mainly animal names, , such as "bitch, pig, cow" and other words. 

There are also words such as "piss, shit" which are the most typical words related to human excretion 
and cannot be used casually. In addition, with the development of society, some words about aging, 

disease, death, poverty, obesity and other topics have naturally become taboo words to a certain 

extent. 

3.2. The Classification of English Euphemisms 

With the passage of time and language changes, euphemism has become an important communicative 

language in the Anglo-American society. Some people have divided euphemism into the following 

categories. 

3.2.1. Euphemisms closely related to taboo words 

There are some taboo things like birth, old, sick, dead, buried, etc. If expressed directly, it will give 

people a rude, blunt, harsh feeling. On the other hand, if it is expressed indirectly in an elegant, subtle 
way, it will not be unpleasant. For example, the old people are often referred to as the elderly, senior 

citizen, venerable people, get on years, and so on. 

3.2.2. Euphemisms Related to Courtesy 

Euphemism is also often used to express words that cannot be said or spoken. When people are not 

willing to say it directly, euphemism is used to show politeness, which is to avoid stimuli, or to seek 

cooperation, to commemorate some unpleasant things. For example, people often use big, plump, 

stout or over-weight instead of fat; use thinner or slim instead of thin; use ordinary, homely or plain to 
refer to ugly. 

3.2.3. Euphemisms Related to Politics 

In recent years, euphemism has been widely used as a rhetorical device in social activities, political 

affairs, and business cooperation, and has continued to produce new euphemisms. For instance, a poor 

nation can be said to be a developing nation; poor people are replaced by low income. In the United 

States, people refer to blacks as African Americans, Indians as Native Americans, and Mexicans as 

Mexican Americans, on the one hand, to show equality for everyone, and on the other hand to benefit 

the unity of all nations. 

3.2.4. Euphemisms Related to Occupation 

In order to decentralize the traditional "low-level occupation", some industry-related euphemisms 

must be used in life, such as people calling waiter or waitress as dining-room attendants; selling 

salesman as customer's representative; calling maid as domestic help; The landscape worker is called 

a landscape architect; the plumber is called a pipe engineer. 

4. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN ENGLISH TABOOS AND EUPHEMISMS 

Taboo and euphemism, as two special linguistic phenomena, are widely found in the languages of 

countries around the world. Therefore, the two language phenomena—taboo and euphemism,  are 

interdependent, and if there is no taboo, then there is no euphemism. The emergence of euphemism 
has replaced taboo in language. Due to the changes in society and the development of language, there 

are different taboo words at different times. The existence of taboo words constantly stimulates the 

emergence of euphemism, and the two complement each other. Therefore, taboo words and 
euphemisms are variable. To express the desire to go to the toilet, in order to avoid the use of the 

word directly referring to the toilet, the word lavatory was used as a euphemism, but as time passed, it 

developed into a taboo word. On this basis, more euphemisms such as bathroom, washroom, restroom 
have emerged to express this meaning. 
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Another connection between English taboo and euphemism is that both have a strong national 
character, and each nation has a different culture, so it is difficult to ensure that people of different 

cultural backgrounds will have the same understanding of the same thing. Therefore, for certain taboo 

expressions between different ethnic groups, there will be different euphemisms to match them. 

5. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ENGLISH TABOOS AND EUPHEMISMS 

Although taboos and euphemisms are inseparable, they must be two special linguistic phenomena. 

They differ in meaning and nature, social functions and purposes, and they must not be confused. 

5.1. The Difference of the Meaning between English Taboos and Euphemisms 

5.1.1. Taboos 

In the previous article, the concept of taboo words was mentioned. Simply speaking, taboo words 

refer to those words that are tabooed by the public. In English, they are called taboo. The original 

meaning is the behavior that should be prohibited or avoided. The emergence and formation of taboo 

words are related to many factors such as social customs, cultural traditions, religious etiquette, ethics, 

and personal accomplishment. 

5.1.2. Euphemisms 

Both domestic and foreign dictionaries have explanations for euphemism, such as Long man 

Dictionary of Language Teaching & Applied Linguistics (2000). The use of a word which is thought 

to be less offensive or unpleasant t h another word. The Collins Dictionary's commentary on 

euphemism is more specific, as "Euphemism is an inoffensive word or phrase substituted for one 

considered offensive or hurtful, esp. one concerned with religion, sex, death or excreta." In real life, 

some things or behaviors should not be expressed in a straightforward manner, but should be replaced 

with some "better-sounding names". For the taboos in life, people may avoid expressing them, but in 

social interactions and language communication, sometimes they have to talk about these taboos, so 

they must find another expression to replace them. This is the social basis of euphemism.  

5.2. The Difference of Social Function of English Taboos and Euphemisms 

The American linguist Samuel Wolff once said: "Language is a guide of social reality". In daily 

communication, taboos and euphemisms are widely used, but the social functions of the two are quite 

different. If we have a clear understanding of the nature of language, then we know that taboo words 

actually have corresponding, straightforward words to indicate their meaning. However, due to the 

differences in social life concepts, people will have taboos on some things and some languages. 

Therefore, the concept of taboos is born with social life, and it has a strong sociality. Thus, the social 

function of taboo words is mainly reflected in three aspects, the first is to express curse and resistance. 

The second is to express emotions. The last one is about the psychological venting and release of 

people. 

The middle class is the main social foundation of euphemism. The working people at the bottom of 

the society have low culture and do not have the time and conditions to scrutinize and ponder 

language. However, they also urgently want to change their own situation. Therefore, in daily 

communication, people are influenced by the survival rules of society. To improve their social status, 

people must work harder on language and beautify language, which promotes the emergence of 

euphemism. Generally speaking, euphemism has two social functions: humility and politeness, 

avoidance and disguise. 

5.3. The Difference of the Purpose between English Taboos and Euphemisms 

The difference in social function between taboos and euphemisms determines the difference in their 

purpose of use. It is the application of taboo words in a society that has great limitations. Euphemisms 
are naturally produced and widely used. In other words, the main purpose of euphemism is to replace 

taboo words. Therefore, the purpose of euphemism is to avoid taboo, add language literary or cover 

up some ugly words. For example, in today's economic development, the economic crisis is unwilling 
to be mentioned in many countries. English-speaking countries will describe the economic crisis as an 

economic recession, which reflects the vitality of euphemism. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Language is the carrier of culture and an important part of the national culture. There are many taboos 

in society. In real life, people always use taboo words for some reasons or things and substitute them 

in euphemism. Therefore, both taboos and euphemisms are cultural phenomena, which are common 
phenomena in various languages and exist in every country. Taboos and euphemisms in English are 

an integral part of the culture. They profoundly and permanently influence the use of the English 

language. They have similarities and differences, and a more detailed and in-depth understanding of 
the culture, traditions, and customs of English-speaking countries. Even the details of life, the more 

correctly the language can be used. By comparing taboos and euphemisms, we can better understand 

the differences between the two in terms of culture and psychology. Only by conducting in-depth 

discussions and comparative studies can we reduce cultural conflicts, conduct successful language 
exchanges, and improve the ability of cross-cultural communication. 
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